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Abstract
Labor strikes can be controversial and their coverage often leads the news locally and nationally.
This is especially true when educators are the ones striking and public schools must go on hiatus.
Here, we investigate how a walkout and state-wide pay increase affected teacher labor market
decisions in the academic years following the strike. Using granular job-level data in Oklahoma
and surrounding states, we find that separations and turnover rates for educators fell, but
also that there were fewer stable hires following the walkout. We also find that teachers in
Oklahoma border counties that were most exposed to differences in education funding did not
behave differently than those in interior counties.

JEL Classification Codes: I28, J22, J24, J28, J38, J45

“I hope they can come up here and say ‘thank you’ on Monday and go back to the classrooms.”
- Mary Fallin, Oklahoma Governor 2011-2019
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Introduction and Background

At the start of the 2008 school year the state-mandated starting salary for new teachers in the
state of Oklahoma was $31,600.1 Nearly ten years later in 2017 the state-mandated starting salary
was $31,600. Still. In fact, by this time the state of Oklahoma ranked 49th among U.S. states in
teacher pay. Like many other states, per-pupil funding for in-class needs had also fallen for years.
These factors precipitated popular support for a state-wide teacher walkout for better per-pupil
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funding and better pay. Of course, the state legislature and Governor knew about the upcoming
walkout and preemptively passed a new budget bill that increased teacher salaries in an effort to
stop the walkout. The new minimum starting salary was set at $36,601, a $5,001 dollar increase
from before. Despite this, teachers from across the state still decided to initiate a walkout on a
Monday morning by marching to the Capitol along with throngs of students and parent supporters
because both the pay increase and increase for in-class funding fell short of protesters’ expectations.
The walkout would ultimately last two weeks, and no new legislation was ever passed.
Since this time, educators and policymakers have disagreed on whether or not the teacher
walkout was successful. On the one hand, pay was increased for all experience levels for the first
time in ten years and more funding was devoted to other school functions. On the other hand,
participants were not able to secure more funding than was promised before their feet hit the
pavement. This led to broad discontent among striking teachers and the walkout ended on a sour
note with waning support from community members. So, what is the aftermath of a walkout that
some deem a success while others deem a failure? In this research, we assess the labor market
impacts of the teacher walkout in Oklahoma using granular, job-specific data from the quarterly
workforce indicators. These data allow us to look beyond simple measures of employment and
earnings to more nuanced measures of labor market churn like turnover rates, separations initiated
by long-term employees, and even recall hires of former employees. Moreover, with these data we
are able to assess changes in our labor market outcome indicators by the teacher’s sex, race and
ethnicity, age, and education-level.
We find that, overall, separations from employment by stable employees fell in Oklahoma relative to surrounding states. This is perhaps our most persistent finding that keeps across all
demographic groupings. This couples with our other findings that measure labor flows into and out
of employment. We see that the turnover rate, the rate at which stable jobs begin and end, has
fallen in Oklahoma relative to surrounding states. We also find that the hire and replacement rate,
the fraction of the workforce that is being replaced, has also fallen in Oklahoma after the walkout
relative to teachers in surrounding comparison states. These measures point to a net positive effect
of the walkout through increased tenure of teachers. However, we also find evidence that the hiring
rate has fallen in Oklahoma after the walkout. This could be driven by less need for new teachers
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because more have stayed in their jobs, but it could also be due to fewer applicants for open jobs as
a result of the walkout. The walkout put a magnifying lens to one of the most salient and crucial
parts of a job that potential employees consider – salary. One of the more viral items of media
coverage around this time compared the existing salary schedule for employees at a commonly
frequented gasoline retailer in the state. In short, gas station employees earned more yearly and
had more beneficial pay increases the longer they stayed than equivalent teachers. This coverage
may have decreased many potential employees’ willingness to enter the teaching profession and was
part of the reason why we find a lower new stable hire rates after the walkout compared to other
states. This also conforms with state-wide data on the granting of “emergency certification” for
new teachers which jumped in the year following the walkout. Emergency certified teachers are
those that have a four year degree but have no formal training in teaching, like someone with a
degree in marketing teaching math or someone with a communications degree teaching English. In
the year following the walkout and pay increase emergency certifications increased from 1,975 to
3,038. The next year saw an additional 3,321 new emergency certifications. If any of these hires
were ‘last minute’ hires to fulfill needs before a school year, and if these new teachers without
formal teacher education didn’t continue into the next year, then this would show up in the data
as a decrease in stable hires which we find.
These results of lower separation rates and fewer stable hires are interesting because we find
mixed evidence on how earnings for Oklahoma educators changed after the walkout. On the one
hand, we find a statistically significant increase in the percentage change for teachers’ earnings
relative to surrounding states of about 6.6%. On the other hand, when we estimate the model
without transforming earnings to elasticity form there is not a statistically distinguishable change.
That is to say, the $5,001 pay raise that teachers received was not distinct from similar increases
in surrounding states that didn’t have a walkout.2 So, realistically, teachers in Oklahoma were not
better off in dollar terms than their peers from surrounding states and yet there were decreased
turnover rates. For the most part our estimates indicate that different demographic groups had
similar outcomes as the whole sample, though there are some differences that are worth noting.
First, we find that the recall rate for workers in the 55-64 age group was nearly 12% higher after
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But, as a percentage of past salaries this was a statistically larger pay raise than nearby states.
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the walkout. This is the only age grouping that we notice a higher recall rate, and note that the
point estimate for this outcome is even negative for mid-career educators. There are also fewer new
stable hires and overall lower stable employment for mid-career educators relative to surrounding
states. By race, we find that the turnover rate and hire and replacement rate both fell for both
black and white workers. We also see that the separation rate of Hispanic teachers fell by more
than 20% relative to surrounding states.
Our paper continues accordingly: We briefly discuss relevant prior literature in section two; we
then describe the data and methodology used in this study in sections three and four; we examine
results in aggregate and by demographic group in section five; and section six concludes with a
policy discussion.

2

Prior Literature

Access to a high quality teacher obviously stands to improve education outcomes, and Chetty et al.
(2014) have shown that simply replacing a bottom 5% teacher with an average teacher accumulates
to approximately $250,000 in lifetime earnings. Moreover, retaining qualified teachers and having a
lower separation rate is an important channel through which turnover impacts students. Falch and
Rønning (2007) use highly-detailed Norwegian data to show that quit rates are negatively associated
with student performance. Staiger and Rockoff (2010) summarize how the primary cost of teacher
turnover is not in the explicit costs of hiring and firing, but rather in the loss to student learning
when students are exposed to a new “novice” teacher. A vein of this research area reflects on how
changes to teacher compensation and its affect on student learning through policy changes that
affect teachers’ unions. Cook et al. (2021) find that student achievement is harmed by teacher rentseeking. Cowen and Strunk (2015) find mixed evidence on how union membership affects learning,
with some results pointing to negative effects and some pointing to insignificant effects. Lott and
Kenny (2013) find that union membership is associated with lower proficiency rates. On the other
hand, Lyon (2021) finds that the shift away from union membership is not associated with improved
student outcomes. Thus, it seems that the assessment of Cowen and Strunk (2015) of insignificant
to slightly negative effect is reasonable. Experiments measuring ‘pay for performance’ type policies
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find that student learning increased by about 0.2 standard deviations after their adoption (Leaver
et al. (2021)). While still on the topic of student achievement, an interesting work to consider
in the context of our paper is Jaume and Willén (2019) who show that learning loss attributable
teacher strikes is associated with a reduction in labor earnings for both men and women. For men,
the effect is 3.2% and for women it is 1.9%. This is coupled with an increase in unemployment
and a reduction in the skill levels associated with the occupations affected students sort into. The
strike in Oklahoma was two weeks long, so it is not expected to have the same learning loss as seen
in Argentina.
The literature on how teacher union membership policy changes affect labor supply runs more
parallel to our study on teacher pay increases and teacher labor market decisions. One shift in union
policy that has been studied is Wisconsin’s Act 10 policy which allowed school districts to develop
their own compensation schemes and allow individual negotiation with teachers. Baron (2021) find
that Wisconsin’s Act 10 policy led to 20 percent more teaching degrees. This is consistent with
prior work. Using evidence from Ontario, Currie (1991) shows that teachers respond to higher
wages (an upward sloping teacher supply curve). Duflo et al. (2012) discover similar results in an
experimental setting. They find that teacher absenteeism fell by 21 percentage points, and that
learning increased by 0.17 standard deviations. In Norway, Falch (2011) finds that voluntary quits
fell after a 10% wage premium was instituted. Greaves and Sibieta (2019) uses a natural experiment
to show that schools that had to increase pay (without an increase in budget to do so) compensate
by shifting dollars away from non-expenditure expenses. They find that teacher absenteeism falls
in high-wage schools, but that teacher characteristics are basically unaffected and that student
attainment is similarly unaffected. Special education teachers exhibit similar job sorting dynamics.
Stock and Carriere (2021) show that when the funding system changes from being based on special
education enrollment to being based on total student enrollment that special education teachers
are 5 percentage points more likely to move schools and 18 percentage points more likely to switch
into general education.
So what can we take from this? The threat of a walkout initiated the first pay increase for
over a decade. According to prior work this should have the effect of increasing labor supply and
reducing turnover. From our work we can support the latter hypothesis unequivocally. Our data do
5

not offer the ability to look into teacher absenteeism, so it is unclear if labor supply at the intensive
margin has increased following the walkout and pay increase. At the extensive margin, we do see
that hiring of stable employees has decreased. This could partly be explained by lower separation
rates, but could also be explained by a highlighting of the relatively low pay that teachers earn
(and the strife that was needed for a pay increase). It’s been shown that lower teacher turnover is
associated with both positive student learning and income effects (Chetty et al. (2014); Falch and
Rønning (2007); Staiger and Rockoff (2010)) and insignificant or negative effects if this is due to
union membership policy changes (Cowen and Strunk (2015); Lott and Kenny (2013); Lyon (2021)).
Time will tell which is true in the case of the Oklahoma teacher walkout, though a pandemic that
upended learning in schools will not make this an easy knot to untangle. But given that the change
seen in Oklahoma is due a change in pay and not due to a change in union contracts, we expect
retention of higher value-added teachers to be improved at the margin which stands to positively
affect student outcomes. This is even more likely if an experienced teacher is retained instead of
being replaced with a low-value-added teacher after their departure.

3

Data Description

For this work we rely on data from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI). The QWI are
produced by the Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics program at the U.S. Census Bureau
and provide detailed information on earnings, employment, job flows and worker flows. These
data can be disaggregated at very fine levels of detail by industry, geography, and firm and worker
characteristics. For our study, we narrow down to the NAICS 6111 sector of elementary and
secondary schools and make use of the full scope of disaggregation by worker characteristic.
The microdata underlying the QWI are employer-employee matched records constructed from
state Unemployment Insurance (UI) records. The basic data element is a ‘job’, defined by the
appearance of a UI record that reports UI-taxable earnings paid to a specific individual by a
particular employer. Because they are built from UI records, these data cover roughly 98 percent of
all non-agricultural employment which allows the release of statistics at high levels of demographic,
geographic, and industry detail.
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Figure 1: Educators’ Average Monthly Earnings by State
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For our purposes, the QWI data have two primary advantages. First, the QWI measure many
variables characterizing labor market dynamics; most importantly on the movements of workers
into and out of employment with the school.3 From this, we can monitor ‘stable’ employment
which is defined as a worker that is employed at the firm in periods t − 1, t, and t + 1, and we can
watch how separations from stable employment or recalls into the same place of employment occur
over time. Second, we are able to estimate the effect of the teacher walkout on these and other
outcome variables by demographic group, worker age, and even by the employee’s education level.
This allows us to see, for example, if older teachers left the occupation following what felt like a
failed walkout.
The QWI data used in this paper covers Oklahoma and states that surround from the 2005-06
academic year4 through the 2019-20 academic year. While we are able to include the next academic
year in our sample, we ultimately elect to exclude this data because of the incredible changes that
the COVID-19 pandemic brought to labor markets, especially the education sector. Ultimately we
find very little difference in our estimates when including this extra year, but out of an abundance
of caution we still exclude it from the analysis so that we do not attribute better or worse retention
of employees in the elementary and secondary schools sector in Oklahoma to the walkout when the
pandemic drastically changed labor market opportunities and worker preferences both within the
education sector and outside of it.5
Our analyses use data at the NAICS 6111 sector level. This differentiates employment in
primary and secondary schools from employment in junior colleges, universities, trade schools, or
other educational services. We note, though, that this measure includes all employees and not just
teachers. So, while teachers makeup the vast majority of employment in this sector, all estimates
below include observations of non-teachers as well. A usual alternative is to use data from the
QCEW which has a finer resolution by job for each industry (e.g. NAICS five-digit and six-digit
classifications) with the opportunity cost of fewer outcome variables of interest compared to what
the QWI offer. However, in the education sector the five-digit classification is the same as the
four-digit, so further refinement is neither possible nor advantageous.
3

or in QWI parlance, firm
2005:Q3-2006:Q2 with similar construction for all other academic years
5
These estimates are available on request.
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Each table shown below is for a different grouping of workers, e.g. by age category or race.
Within each table we group similar outcome variables together. First, we measure effect of the
teacher walkout on stable employment and monthly earnings as these are the most commonly
sought labor market indicators. These outcomes are reported in panel A of each table.
The second grouping shown in panel B takes us “under the hood” a bit more and shows flows
into and out of employment. In this grouping we include how many new stable hires have occurred,
how many of these new stable hires are truly new (accessions), and new hires that are actually rehires (recalls). A worker is defined as a recall for employer j in quarter t if the worker has positive
earnings at job j in time t but no earnings from j in t − 1, and positive earnings at j in one or more
of the quarters t−2, t−3, or t−4. This latter outcome variable, recall hires, is especially interesting
to consider given that the minimum $5,001 pay bump that increased with years of experience. For
example, under the new salary schedule a 10-year veteran teacher earns $41,684 when they made
$35,950 before. This may have brought former teachers that left the profession, or perhaps left the
state, back into employment. Also included in panel B is the amount of separations from stable
jobs. These are employees with jobs in t, t − 1, and t − 2, but have no earnings reported in t + 1.
We transform all of these variables by natural logarithm.
The last grouping, Panel C, makes use of these prior variables to really look at labor market
churn and employment flows. First, we look at the Stable Turnover Rate which is defined as the
rate at which stable jobs begin and end. It is calculated by summing the number of stable hires
in the reference quarter and stable separations in the next quarter, and dividing by the average
full-quarter employment. This is an employee-record-based measure of churn as it shows how stable
employees flow into and out of stable employment of a particular job j. Constructed differently but
with a similar interpretation, the other outcome variable included in Panel C is the Replacement
Hiring Rate. This variable is a job-record-based measure of churn that shows what fraction of the
workforce is being replaced. In other words, how many hires are replacing others that have left?
Both the Stable Turnover Rate and Replacement Hiring Rate are reported in percentage point
form, so we do not take the natural logarithm of these variables.
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Modeling Framework

Our benchmark specifications make use of standard difference-in-differences (DD) methodology.
Here, we compare changes in outcomes for workers in the NAICS 6111 sector in Oklahoma counties
before and after the teacher walkout against same-sector employees in surrounding states’ counties.
In the standard parlance, Oklahoma employees are part of the ‘treated’ group while those in
nearby states are part of the treatment-free comparison or ‘control’ group. Each observation is at
the county-quarter level. This is further disaggregated by age, education, race, or gender in later
specifications. Our primary estimating equation is shown in equation (1):

Yct = β0 + β1 OKs + β2 W alkoutt + β3 OKs ∗ W alkoutt

(1)

+ µq + ηt + νc + ηt ∗ νc + εct

where OKs is a dichotomous indicator for counties within Oklahoma, W alkoutt is an indicator for
periods following the Oklahoma teacher walkout, and OKs ∗ W alkoutt captures the DD estimate:
how outcomes in Oklahoma counties changed after the walkout relative to changes over the same
period in surrounding treatment-free comparison counties. The estimate for β3 is what is shown in
all tables below.
A first concern with this methodology is that outcomes will differ especially along the border of
Oklahoma and surrounding states. This is because the distance to travel is feasible to incentivize a
daily commute to a different state for higher pay. If this were the case, then the DD model would be
biased and the stable unit treatment value assumption would be violated. Moreover, the estimated
average treatment effect of the walkout in Oklahoma would mask differential effects that are strong
at the border but weaker in interior counties. We discuss this explicitly below, but note here for
posterity that this spillover effect is not occurring and that the DD estimates are not tainted by
spillovers into control counties or heterogeneous effects within Oklahoma.
Next, our identification strategy relies on the ‘parallel trends’ assumption. For our results to be
valid and imply a true effect of the walkout on educator labor outcomes then it should be the case
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that i) the outcome of interest behaves similarly over time in both treated and comparison groups
before the walkout occurred; and ii) in the absence of treatment (were the walkout never to happen)
we would expect our outcome to continue along it’s pre-intervention path. The first assumption
shows exactly why this is named the parallel trends assumption, pre-existing trends in either treated
or control groups would bias our estimated treatment effect because what is ultimately estimated
is the difference over time due to the treatment (walkout) with respect to the difference over the
same period in time in non-treated comparison counties which serve as the potential outcome that
would be seen in Oklahoma, “but-for” the walkout. We consistently find that pre-treatment trend
variables are not statistically significant diminishing concerns of non-parallel trends. The second
assumption rules out any coincidental policies or changes that would cause similar changes for
educators in Oklahoma. In our case, this is rather simple to rule out as a possibility because no
other substantial policy changes occurred in the education field and our data includes only academic
years that are prior to the pandemic. Lastly, recent advances in the DD methodology literature have
brought to light the issues of negative weighting when there are multiple treatments or staggered
roll out of a policy change (e.g. a change in minimum wage that happens in different states at
different times). In our case, this is not a concern because there is only one policy treatment period
because none of the control-group states had a similar work stoppage at any point in our sample.
Lastly, border-counties might be considered the most prone to losing teachers to surrounding
opportunities. To the extent that our average treatment effect estimate masks differences in the
intensity of treatment we cannot distinguish within the simple DD framework. We investigate this
possibility below by partitioning the data to only include Oklahoma counties as well as estimate a
triple difference-in-differences (DDD) model with interior counties serving as a control for border
counties. In both of these robustness checks we find no evidence that outcomes for teachers border
counties were different than those in interior counties. We report estimates for the Oklahoma-only
specification in Table 3 and discuss the DDD model in the appendix.
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Table 1. Whole Sample, Toggle Fixed Effects and Trends
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5

Results

We begin by exploring outcomes aggregated across all demographic characteristics by using data
on all educators. Here, we also toggle the inclusion of our fixed effects and trend variables to show
how sensitive results are to the inclusion or exclusion of these variables. Column 1 of Table 1 shows
our preferred specification with all fixed effects and trend variables included. This is the same
specification used in latter tables that split the sample according to demographic characteristics.
There are three key findings that tell a consistent story of how the walkout and subsequent
pay increase affected educators’ labor market decisions in Oklahoma relative to neighboring states.
First, we see that the walkout is associated with an approximate 6.6% increase in teacher pay
relative to similar changes in other states. It is clear from Figure 1 that educator pay also increased
in control states. So, what the DD estimate show is that of the raw 15.8% increase in the minimum
starting salary in Oklahoma nearly 6.6% of this is above and beyond ‘what would have occurred’ butfor the walkout. In other words, the pay increase in Oklahoma was 6.6% higher than the predicted
potential outcome in Oklahoma that is based on changes in the control group of surrounding states.
Interestingly, the DD estimate for the change in earnings in levels is not statistically different in
Oklahoma. This captures the fact that a $5,001 pay increase was not substantially more than the
pay increase seen in other states. Rather, it is only when grounded as the relative change within
Oklahoma that the increase is statistically significant (when considered in elasticity or percentage
change terms).6 In other words, the size of the raise in dollar terms was not substantially different
in Oklahoma than surrounding states, but the pay increase percentage compared to prior salaries
was significantly different in Oklahoma than surrounding states.
What is the effect of a higher (relative to before) paycheck? We find that the separation rate of
‘stable’ workers has fallen by nearly 16% in Oklahoma relative to surrounding states. This result is
in harmony with and can at least partially explain the finding that there is a decrease in stable hires
following the walkout of approximately 6%. In short, fewer hires are needed because Oklahoma
teachers remain in their jobs at a greater rate after the walkout than they used to. Indeed, we also
see from the point estimates that recall hires increased and new stable hires have fallen, though

6

Change in ln(Earnings)
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neither effect is statistically significant.7 These findings are all further reinforced when we look
to the turnover rate and the hire and replacement rate reported in Panel C. Recall that both of
these variables are measured in percentage point form. To aid interpretation, the -0.004 percentage
point unit change translates to an approximate 5% reduction in the turnover rate compared to the
mean8 and the -0.001 change translates to an approximate 2.3% decrease in the replacement rate
relative to the mean.9 Another explanation for the decrease in stable hires is that the walkout shed
light on the existing problem of low pay. Whether or not this was adequately addressed with the
new pay increase offered at the start of the walkout is still a point of contention among teachers
and policymakers. Regardless of who is right, since the walkout emergency teacher certifications
have remained elevated with thousands of new emergency certifications issued each year. So while
a lower separation rate can partly explain this, it is not the sole reason why new stable hires have
declined in Oklahoma relative to surrounding states.

5.1

Border Counties and Heterogeneous Treatment

One concern when measuring the effect of a state-wide policy change is that there will be different
incentives at play for those that live close to the state border. Indeed, this is a classic type of
analysis done when state minimum wage laws change (Card and Krueger (1994)) and remains in
the mainstream when comparing state-to-state policy differences (Boone et al. (2021). The issue
at hand is that people can reasonably change their behavior and pursue employment in another
state that offers better wages and is just a short drive away. Employers know this, too, and so may
recruit from the state with lower wages.10
Our survey of this issue makes use of the same DD model from before, but here we only use
observations from Oklahoma counties. In this version of the model our policy intervention is still
the teacher walkout, but now our ‘treatment’ group are counties that are along the Oklahoma state
border.11 The assumption is that the policy change will be most salient for this group of education
7

We will show later that this is because recall rates increased for older works and decreased for mid-career workers.
mean = 0.079
9
mean = 0.044
10
As an example, at the time of this writing there are billboards along the highways in Oklahoma advertising
teacher pay rates for Dallas ISD.
11
We also examine a triple difference-in-differences model but come to nearly identical conclusions to those gained
from Tables 2 and 3. These results are available on request.
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Table 2. Comparing Oklahoma Border Counties with Interior OK
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workers, and as such, outcomes will be more sensitive to changes than in interior Oklahoma counties
for which a daily commute out of state is not feasible. Table 3 displays these results.
We follow the same iterative inclusion of fixed effects and trend variables as before with column
(1) showing our preferred specification. It is clear to see that the effect of the walkout and teacher
pay increase is not statistically different in border counties. Moreover, when we look to the point
estimate associated with the change in weekly earnings we see that not only is it statistically zero
because of wide standard errors, but also that it is literally less than a dollar. This makes sense
given that the teacher pay-scale is applied state-wide and that the change following the walkout was
exactly the same for teachers in the interior of Oklahoma as it was for teachers along the border.
In this table, we see that as soon as we control for any unobserved heterogeneity any seemingly
statistically significant effect begins to wither away. Only in the final column that is missing the
county-trend variable do we find a hint of a difference between border counties and exterior counties,
and even this is a quantitatively small effect that is 0.001 different from our preferred specification.

5.2

Outcomes by Age, Education, Race, and Gender

We now turn to how outcomes differ by demographic group. We start by re-estimating our primary
DD model by age group. Each grouping is based on ten year intervals (e.g. ages 25-34) with a
larger bin for workers above retirement age (65+) and a smaller bin for younger workers (22-24).
These bins are determined by the QWI data setup and cannot be changed to smaller groupings of
ages.
The results by age group do not vary substantially from what was seen before, though there are
a few notable differences. First, we see that the effect size for separations is greatest in the 25-34
and 35-44 age groupings – an approximate 15% decrease in separations from stable employment in
Oklahoma relative to same-aged workers in surrounding states. That said, there are fewer stable
hires for these age ranges and a net decrease in stable employment overall for these age ranges
(about 3-4% lower). Too, this is the only age grouping for which the point estimate on recall
hires is negative. Though not statistically distinguishable from zero this finding points to the
dissatisfaction reported by these mid-career educators. Outcomes for these age groups all hint that
fewer new teachers have entered the profession, and that the walkout and subsequent pay increase
16

Table 3. Results by Age Group
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did not lead to new workers in this sector. Point estimates from the 22-24 age group show some
signs of more employment, but these cannot be differentiated from zero. Importantly, we also find
that the recall hire rate increased for teachers in the 55-64 age range (about 11.6% higher) which is
not a result we find when aggregated across all educators. This finding makes intuitive sense given
the way that the Oklahoma Teacher Retirement System calculates retirement benefits. To calculate
monthly benefit amounts for each vested employee the system uses the average of the three highest
pay periods over the teacher’s career. Thus, even just returning for a single year stands to change
the monthly benefit for all eligible teachers. For this age group we still see the same pattern of
lower separation rates. Taken together these results imply a teacher workforce made up of older
teachers and teachers that have returned to their employment and are not separating from their
schools.
We next split the sample by educational attainment. The degree designation bins are: less than
high school, high school no college, some college or an associates, and bachelors degree or more.
Unfortunately, the standard QWI partitions do not allow for differentiation between bachelors and
advanced degrees. Recall, that the data is specific to those that work in NAICS sector 6111 which
mostly includes teachers, but also includes support staff as well. So, it is not unusual for there to
be observations in degree bins that do not conform with proper credentialing for teachers. That
said, one major concern was the use of ‘emergency certification’ to attract teachers to fill positions
that would otherwise remain unfilled. These certifications were granted to those without normal
teaching certification in the subject area to help fill the supply gap left due to years of low starting
pay (e.g. an early childhood educator teaching physical education or someone with an accounting
degree now teaching math). Because of this, we pay special attention to differences between the
some college/associates and the bachelors or advanced groupings. Interestingly, it is really only in
the bachelors degree or advanced degree group that we see both the turnover rate and the hire and
replacement rate indicate less job churn. These are both statistically significant and slightly larger
than the effect size found in aggregate. There also appears to be fewer stable hires from the some
college/associates grouping.
Next, we examine how the composition of the workforce by race and ethnicity was affected
by the teacher walkout. We find strikingly similar outcomes across each group with few notable
18

Table 4. Results by Educational Attainment
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Table 5. Results by Race/ Ethnicity
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exceptions. We do see that retention of Native teachers is higher following the walkout and a net
decline in stable employees that are black. However, the separation rate has decreased for all groups
as it did in aggregate, and the turnover rate is greatly decreased for black workers compared to any
other race group (though this estimate is adjoined by large standard errors due to smaller sample
sizes). The turnover rate and the hire and replacement rate are both lower for black and white
teachers.
Lastly, we examine how our outcomes differ by gender. Like the other sample partitions we find
that separations decreased due to the walkout. However, the major difference between groups is
that the effect size is much larger for female teachers. Moreover, we also see a statistically significant
decrease in all stable hires and new stable hires for women which conforms with the finding that
separations fell, and that fewer new teachers are entering the profession. This is further supported
by the finding that both the turnover rate and the hire and replacement rate fell for female workers.

6

Policy Implications and Conclusion

We study the labor market effects of a teacher pay increase that happened in response to a threatened teacher walkout over low pay and insufficient per-pupil funding. The pay increase was passed
by state legislators to preempt the walkout with the hopes of minimizing the time away from the
classroom, but teachers still decided to initiate a walkout because the new funding amount was
deemed insufficient. Ultimately, two weeks would pass and no new legislation would be brought
forward. This left many striking teachers with a sense of failure because the walkout did not result in any new policies. But, had the credible threat of a walkout never been brought up, it is
uncertain if better funding for in-class activities and the first pay-scale increase in ten years would
have coalesced. Our question in this research is how this mixed experience of a walkout alters labor
market decisions ex post.
We document labor market decisions for Oklahoma teachers using data from the Quarterly
Workforce Indicators. These data are highly granular and offer the ability to determine how
flows into and out of jobs have changed for long-term (‘stable’) employees. We use standard
difference-in-differences methodology to identify the effect of the walkout by including data on
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teachers from surrounding states as our treatment-free comparison group. It is a fair critique
of most quasi-experimental settings like this natural policy experiment that researcher bias may
creep in by selectively reporting statistically significant results.12 To combat this, we offer many
robustness checks: including and excluding fixed effects and trend variables, an examination of
heterogeneous effects at the Oklahoma border, and partitions based on demographic group. Further,
we report estimates on nine different labor market outcome variables for each model version. In
total, we report 72 individual DD coefficients for the whole population of Oklahoma educators,
and an additional 162 DD coefficients when dividing the sample by demographic group. Our most
consistent finding across all models is that stable employee separation rates declined in Oklahoma
relative to surrounding states. This finding is robust to different functional form assumptions and
holds across demographic groups. This is related to two similar measures of employee turnover,
the job-based Turnover Rate and the firm-based Hire and Replacement Rate. We see a 5% and
2.3% reduction in Oklahoma relative to the mean for both measures, respectively. We also find that
there are fewer stable hires in Oklahoma following the walkout relative to surrounding states. A key
metric in policymakers’ minds before the walkout was the number of emergency certifications that
were needed to fill empty classrooms. Since the walkout this number has remained at its elevated
level of more than 2,000 new emergency certifications per year. So while a lower separation rate
may be part of the reason that we see lower stable employment hiring rates post-walkout, a major
reason why emergency certifications are still high is that there are fewer new stable hires from
entry-level teachers. We see this particularly among the 25-34 and the 35-44 age demographics.
It appears that the mixed feelings about the walkout are reflected in labor market outcomes
we observe here. Separation rates declined indicating that the increase in pay was effective at
retaining some teachers. However, this was not enough to bring new teachers to the profession and
the new stable hiring rate fell relative to surrounding states. We do not find that the level of stable
employment has fallen in aggregate, though the point estimate is negative, and this is supported
by better retention of older employees. The decreased flow of new teachers into the profession will
manifest in lower stable employment levels in the future. Our findings indicate that further support
is needed to remedy the issue of emergency certifications and falling stable hires.
12

The generous term for this is p-hacking.
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